Linkabit, Qualcom, and Comsat-that between them control quite a few hundreds of enterprises.)
The Shift to Analysis
The Wiener representatiun looked great on paper. But enthu siasm for it was tempered by the gradual realization that it required astronomical numbers of additions and multiplications.
By 1960 nu one had succeeded in cumputing even a single nontrivial example. In Wiener's time the distinction between a feasible and a computationally feasible solution had not yet gained much currency! Anyway, it became apparent to the author that great generality and accuracy were conflicting requirements for a representation scheme, at least if complexity were to remain tractable. Schemes that sought to achieve both would remain impractical for the foreseeable future. Rather than work with representations, it seemed fruitful to concentrate on analysis of the more qualitative aspects of system behavior. For the purposes of control design, gross qualitative properties such as robustness can be analyzed and predicted without depending on accurate models or synthe ses. Mathematical analysis provides topological tools that are very well suited for this purpose, such as compactness, contrac tion, and fixed-point methods. Furthermore, in control design, where there is lots of model uncertainty, it is often more impor tant to be able to gauge qualitative behavior (robustness, stability, existence uf oscillations) than to compute exactly.
Whether for this or other reasons, the Wiener-Lee group's research on representations and accurate optimization of non linear systems petered out around 1960, and analysis of feedback started taking off.
From Companding to the Small Gain Theorem
The input-output theory of nonlinear feedback began, oddly enough, with a problem in communications theory known as the companding problem. When a bandlimited signal is companded, i.e., filtered by a memory less nonlinearity, its bandwidth usually increases. On the other hand, if the nonlinearity is invertible, the number of degrees of freedom of the signal does not increase, as the original signal can be recovered from a sampling of the companded one at the Nyquist rate. It is natural, therefore, to wonder if the extra bandwidth is redundant for the purposes of recovering the original signal. It turns out to be redundant. This was first shown in 1959 in [6] . The recovery scheme is a feedback system whose convergence and robustness properties were es tablished using the Contraction Mapping Principle.
The feedback system used for recovery in [6] was noncausal.
Nevertheless, it inspired some important ideas about feedback in general:
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• that contraction mappings wcrc natural for the analysis of feedback robustness;
• that a new type of global linearization was possible that does not require inputs to be small, but instead is valid for nonlinearities in a sufficiently small "sector."
These ideas triggered a concentrated research effort which culminated in the 1960 report Zames [7] . [7] was the first systematic study of feedback by operator theoretic methods. In them, systems were represented by ele ments of a normed algebra of input-output mappings . The term gain, conventionally used to describe transducer amplification, was introduced to denote the operator norm, which depends on the sector width or Lip:,chitz constant of the operator. For feed backs with "loop gain less than one," the effects of open-loop perturbations (distortion, uncertainty, etc.) on closed-loop he havior were bounded. The loop gain is typically large in practice. An effort was made, therefore, to catalog the various loop transformations that could be used to reduce the gain to produce a contraction. These turned out to be combinations of fractional transformations and weightings or "multipliers."
The work in [7] had emphasized robustness. coupled with loop transformations to achieve small gain, were proposed as a general approach to the problem of nonlinear ,tability. Beginnings of such a general theory were apparent by the time the paper [9] appeared in 1964. Besides the author s version of the Circle Criterion for incremental stabil ity, [9] introduced the positive-operator-multiplier method, which was used to obtain an operator-theoretic proof of Popov's result. System Technical Journal were widely available and played a larger role than they would now. Employees were encouraged to publish in these in-house organs, partly for proprietary reasons, but also to promote their SPOllSorS. To take one example, Y.W.
Lee actively discouraged MIT students from submitting their work outside. The best work of the period often appeared in report series or in monographs (cf. Shannon's original informa ti on theory report).
All this changed rapidly in the 60s. Journals proliferated. Journal publication became the norm.
(The older culture was not without its advantages. Informa tion was distributed quickly; one did not spend years arguing with pesky referees; library costs were more manageable; and the system had less "n oi se" in it. There was a downside though. Quality and accuracy were more variable. The system favored the well-connected . In a pinch and with a little help from the b()ss one could get one's paper out in three months citing company advantage, bypassing referees altogether. Students were less prepared for the real world outside.)
Multipliers
The Popov criterion applies to feedback systems whose open loop consists of the product of a mcmoryless nonlinearity (MN) and a linear time invariant (LTI) part. The graph of the nonlinear part can lie anywhere in the first and third quadrants. Popov had obtained his criterion in 1960, by an ad hoc and not-very-trans parent proce dure, which fit none of the established general theories of stability, e.g., Lyapunov's method. It was difficult to see why it worked or how it could be generalized, say to other nonlinearities. For example, if the nonlinearity were monotone, would there bc a similar result?
Brockett's challenge had been to fInd a less opaque proof and a more general theory. but up to 1964 no one, including Popov, knew how to do this. Then the "po sitive operator" version of stability theory provided a simple solution in the input-output framework. (State space approaches to this problem were also found and are described in the next section.)
The Positive Operator Theorem for stability was derived [9] in 1964 
Related State Space Developments
Despite certain popular beliefs, the input-output and state space representations of systems arc not interchangeable, either in theory or in practice, for reasons that are quite fundamental.
One such reason is that the (approximation) neighborhood of an input-output system may be infinitely difficult to describe in state space terms, and conversely. It is precisely because problems that are difficult or impossible in one framework may be easy in the other that the jousting between them proved to be fruitful.
Throughout the 1960s, the results described here were followed, 
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Maturation
Toward the end of the '60s, nonlinear input-output stability had become a specialty field actively followed by a small band of aficionados. Two publishing events served to enlarge the audience. One was Willems' monograph outline of the area [25] .
The other was Desoer and Vidyasagar's textbook l26J based on courses Desoer had taught at Berkeley. These books made the subject accessible to graduate students and spawned courses on it at many institutions. Both books dealt mainly with feedback stability. Surprisingly, neither devoted any space to nonlinear distortion or robustness, despite the engineering importance of these topics.
During the 19708, a spate of publications on "large systems"
appeared. These dealt with the stahility of complex interconnec tions of devices and were essentially reinterpretations of earlier results. Although some were quite imaginative, on the whole they were more suggestive than substantial. In spite of this burst of activity, research on input-output methods gradually declined. 
Robustness
Stabilization is seldom the main objective of using feedback.
By the 1970s, it was apparent that if input-output theory was to provide more than entertainment for academics it would have to tackle the harder issues of robustness, feedhack performance, and synthesis. Robustness and uncertainty reduction had pro vided the initial impetus for the Small Gain theory [7, 8J, but these issues had lain dormant during the '70s and '80s, with a couple of exceptions that are worth mentioning.
One was Horowitz. He deserves credit for his early emphasis on frequency domain robustness in his 1963 book [27] . However, his work had some serious flaws. His notion of a band of uncertainty was based entirely on frequency response magnitude and completely disregarded phase. Relying on simulation unsup ported by analysis, he insisted that phase uncertainty was unim portant in practice and that right half plane zeros imposed no limitations on performance (at that point the small gain robust ness results were available, and made it clear that an H= ball of uncertainty is equivalent to a band in the complex frequency response). These views he maintained right up to the '80s.
Another exception was Youla et a1. [28] , following up on the earlier results of Newton, Gould, and Kaiser, who nicely solved the problem of minimizing sensitivity of feedback systems to additive disturbances. Their solutions were based 011 Wiener quadratic (i,e., L 2) filtering which had been devised for commu nications rather than control problems. The solutions were well behav ed so long as noises were stationary and there was no plant uncertainty, but could be too sensitive to plant perturbations.
Often they were less effective than empirically designed classical compensators, although there were attempts to patch up the L 2 solutions, e.g., by constraints on gain margin (Safonov and The papcrs [30, 31, 32] were the first ones to claim that robustncss was a quantity that could be optimized. For a plant without sensor noise, thc optimal robustness was shown to be equal to the optimal weighted H= sensitivity, which was pro posed as a measure of feedback performancc and denoted by the letter 11.
11' and �D
A multivariable plant lying in an E-ball or band in H= has an error vector which is arbitrary as to direction. This may be overstating the error, e.g., in prohlems that are constrained be cause some directions may correspond to node pairs between which there is no transmission, and therefore no elTor. Doyle [33] and Safonov [34J singled out such optimization constraints on uncertainty for special attention, though others thought that they
were not particularly different from an endless list of possible constraints found in practice. At the 1981 NATO lectures, Doyle argued that block-diagonally constrained plant perturbations were especially important, speculating that instabilities pro duced by them might act like generalized spcctra, and might be intrinsic system characteristics.
At this time he still had no notion of optimality. Later [35] , he introduced a measure of optimal robustness for which he also used the symbol �l (thereby creating some confusion with the earlier measure of optimal semilivity. To distinguish them, let us call hi, IlD) Subsequently he introduced a formulation of the robustness problem, involving block-diagonal perturbations and using the Small Gain idea to estimate �l D , which, he argued, was general enough to include all others including ilL.
The practical value of computing 11 D subject to block diagonal constraints was quickly accepted. However, the theoretical mer its of the IlD formulation became an object of controversy, which has persisted, roughly for the following reasons:
• Numerical methods of computing Il D were proposed for specific prohlems. but no general method of proving their convergence was found. Some cases led to non convex optimizations whose numerical solution was a chance mat ter.
• The speculation that Il D might have intrinsic analytical properties remained unsubstantiated.
• The problem of optimizing robust pelformance, as opposed to finding a specified level of sub optimality, does not appear to fit nicely into the small gain formulation.
At this stage it is not clear in which way the block diagonal constraint is special as compared to the many other constraints encountered in design.
Multivariable and Multi-Block Optimization
The Pick algorithm for the scalar case was decades old, but the theory of multi variable H= optimization had been completed of a large class of hierarchical feedback organizations, and could provide a powerful tool for understanding their structure.
However, all these goodies depended on being able to com pute performance as a function of uncertainty. This could not be done without filling many gaps in optimization theory. There was little progress in filling these gaps until recently.
Epilogue
After 1985, a new generation of bright, mathematically pro ficient researchers entered the field. There was an explosion of feedback research. too great to attempt to summarize in this short article. The history of that period is best left for a sequel.
However, we would like to comment on where matters stand in relation to the research problems started in the 1970s and 1980s.
Most have remained unsolved.
The avowed purpose of H= control was to find accurate ways of minimizing the effects of plant uncertainty. The early results outlined in 1979-81 [31,321 were restricted to the limiting cases of small uncertainty. It was initially thought that the two-block results might give approximate solutions for large uncertainty.
Francis 146j suggested that under certain conditions these ap proximations might be accurate to within a factor of J2 . It turns out. however, that thc requisite conditions are often violated in practice, in which case the approximations may be infinitely poor. Indeed, problems of large uncertainty usually lead to nonstandard H= problems, such as the two-disc problem. These remained largely untouched until very recently.
In fact, most of the H= efforts after 1985 were devoted to finding optimal controllers of least dimension for state space represented plants. Such controllers succeed in minimizing sen sitivity to additive noise when the noise generator is uncertain to within an H= tolerance. However, (bearing in mind the limita tions of the two-block approach) they du nut incisively treat the basic issues underlying the minimization of sensitivity to large plant perturbations. Their minimality has little practical signifi cance, as a nominal plant of a given order may, in an arbitrarily small neighborhood, contain plant models of much lower order.
To overcome this shortcoming, various "order reduction" meth ods have been proposed, usually relying on elimination of small modes. However, these are invalid unlcss the plant response consists mostly of dominant modes to begin with. Empirical or approximate methods of dealing with large plant uncertainty havc been suggested which purport to be "practical" even if not fully supported by theory. But the elaborate machinery and complex solutions of H= are hardly justified by more rules of thumb; classical control gave us enough of these, and far more simply.
Very recently there have been efforts to address the outstand ing issues of plant uncertainty, such as the two-disc or mudel matching problems. After a two-decades long pause, there is renewed interest in the links he! ween identification and com plexity, which turn out to fit very neatly with H=. The beginnings or a complexity-based theory of adaptive control are on the horizon.
But we would conclude by arguing that, for the most part. the large volume of research conducted since 1985 has skirted the difficult questions that H= was supposed to answer. Most remain to be answered. There is still much life in the area!
